
Table 1: Off -Street "Road-Going" Cars - Minimum Requirements

Off Street" Drag Racing are for drivers who wish to compete with their road-going street vehicles or bike. A road-going street vehicle is 

defined as a car or motorcycle that is street-registered or is capable of being street-registered.

Sedan Cars with Original Monocoque 10.50 and slower  Original 3-point lap-sash as manufactured 

Approved full or open face helmet -AS/NZ 1698:2006 

minimum. Long sleeve, long pants, socks and enclosed 

shoes. No nylon clothing

Technical Requirements

Original 3-point lap-sash as manufactured, 

OEM four-wheel disc brakes and air bags 

must be retained

Personal Safety

Approved full or open face helmet -AS/NZ 1698:2006 

minimum. Long sleeve, long pants, socks and enclosed 

shoes. No nylon clothing

Modern Sedan Cars with Original 

Monocoque, fitted with four-wheel disc 

brakes and air bags

Vehicle Type ET

10.00 - 10.49

     4-point harness

     4-point roll bar

     Parachute at 225kph/140mph

Approved full or open face helmet -AS/NZ 1698:2006 

minimum. Long sleeve, long pants, socks and enclosed 

shoes. No nylon clothing

Sedan ars with Original Monocoque, that

do not comply with Modern Sedan Cars

NOT four-wheel disc brakes and air bags

10.00 - 10.49

All Street Cars with Modified Monocoque, 

Convertibles, SUVs or Ladder-type chassis 

(i.e. Street Rods)

11.50 and slower Original 3-point lap-sash as manufactured 

Approved full or open face helmet -AS/NZ 1698:2006 

minimum. Long sleeve, long pants, socks and enclosed 

shoes. No nylon clothing

     4-point harness

OFF STREET
CLASS REGULATIONS

Anyone who holds (or has held) an Australian provisional or full civil licence

Effective November 2022

     IHRA Competition Regulations

     Must comply with relevant

     IHRA Competition Regulations
All Street Cars  9.99 and quicker

     4-point roll bar 

Approved full or open face helmet -AS/NZ 1698:2006 

minimum. Long sleeve, long pants, socks and enclosed 

shoes. No nylon clothing

     Must comply with relevant

All Street Cars with Modified Monocoque, 

Convertibles, SUVs or Ladder-type chassis 

(i.e. Street Rods)
10.00 - 11.49
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36340 Class Reg Off Street Driver / Rider

36350 Class Reg Off Street Driver / Rider

36360 Class Reg Off Street

36370 Class Reg Off Street

36380 Class Reg Off Street

36390 Class Reg Off Street

36400 Class Reg Off Street Elapsed Time Limits

     IHRA Competition Regulations

     Must comply with relevant

     IHRA Competition Regulations

ET Cut Off: An allowance for one-tenth of one second for accidental breaches of class limits will receive on warning. Any vechicle/motorcycle running quicker than 

one-tenth allowance or running a time whithin the one-tenth allowance more than once, will take no further part in that event.

Long sleeves and Long pants with enclosed shoes and socks

All Motorcycles 9.49 and quicker

Protective clothing

Driver/Rider-Credentials

Elapsed Time Limits

Elapsed Time Limits

Elapsed Time Limits

Street car with a modified monocoque, convertible or open top roof or ladder chassis to run quicker than 11.49 

but slower than 10.00 must have 4 point harness and 4 point roll cage as a minimum.

Must have held a provisional drivers licence as a minimum

     Must comply with relevant

Elapsed Time Limits

Street Motorcycles 9.50 and slower As manufactured

Approved full-face helmet - AS/NZS 1698:2006 minimum. 

Purpose-made rider jacket and gloves, long pants (strongly 

recommend leathers or Kevlar) and boots that fully cover 

the ankles (eleastic-sided boots NOT acceptable)

Note 3: All riders are restricted to ride motorcycles with engine capacities as determined by their civil licence.

Note 4: A civil car licence will NOT be accepted for motorcycle competitors.

Vehicle Type ET Technical Requirements Personal Safety

Table 2: Off -Street "Road-Going" Motorcycles - Minimum Requirements

Note 1: All riders must hold the appropriate level of civil motorcycle licence, either provisional or unrestricted.

Any street car that has an original monocoque chassis with a 3 point lap sash seatbelt may run to an elapdsed 

time of 10.50 seconds and slower.

Any street car that has an original monocoque chassis with 4 wheel disc brakes and airbags with a  3 point lap 

sash seatbelt may run to an elapdsed time of 10.00 seconds and slower

Any street car that has an original monocoque chassis not fitted with 4 wheel disc brakes and airbags to run 

quicker than 10.50 but slower than 10.00 must have a 4 point harness and 4 point roll cage as a minimum

Street car with a modified monocoque, convertible or open top roof or ladder chassis with a 3 point lap sash  

belt  11.50 or slower

Note 2: Holder of a Learner Rider Licence, Provisional P1 Rider Licence or Provisional P2 Rider Licence may only compete on a LAMS-approved motorcycle.
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